Scaling up ideals to freedom: are densities of red knots across western Europe consistent with ideal free distribution? 
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Local studies have shown that the distribution of red knots Calidris canutus across intertidal mudflats is consistent with the predictions of an ideal distribution, but not a free distribution. Here, we scale up the study of feeding distributions to their entire wintering area in western Europe. Densities of red knots were compared among seven wintering sites in The Netherlands, UK and France, where the available mollusc food stocks were also measured and from where diets were known. We tested between three different distribution models that respectively assumed (i) a uniform distribution of red knots over all areas, (ii) a uniform distribution across all suitable habitat (based on threshold densities of harvestable mollusc prey), and (iii) an ideal and free distribution (IFD) across all suitable habitats. Red knots were not homogeneously distributed across the different European wintering areas, also not when considering suitable habitats only. Their distribution was best explained by the IFD model, suggesting that the birds are exposed to interference and have good knowledge about their resource landscape at the spatial scale of NW Europe, and that the costs of movement between estuaries, at least when averaged over a whole winter, are negligible.
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1. INTRODUCTION
How animals distribute themselves across the globe over a continuum of temporal and spatial scales is a fundamental issue, and an applied one when species and habitat conservation is of concern [1]. Animal distributions have been studied at a wide variety of scales and levels of organization [2]. When explaining distributions, for simplicity, it is usually assumed that individuals have perfect knowledge of the quality of their habitats, so that distributions reflect multiple hierarchical processes of optimal habitat selection. This thinking was operationalized in the concept of the ideal free distribution (IFD) by Fretwell & Lucas [3]. Assuming equal competitive abilities, omniscience and no movement costs, IFD models predict that animals would move to those places where their rewards, expressed as intake rate, will be highest. Intake rate decreases as the number of competitors increases, owing to interference between foragers [4]. Therefore, IFD predicts that at equilibrium, animals distribute themselves in such ways that intake rates are equal across all occupied localities.

The assumptions and predictions of IFD models have been tested in many different ways, and IFD has met variable success [5]. In any case, the IFD can be considered a useful null model [6], deviations of which have been interpreted variously to reflect (i) a perceptual limit [7], (ii) the presence of despotic processes such as territorial behaviour [8] or unequal competitive abilities [9], and (iii) risk-sensitive foraging behaviour [10,11]. Whereas IFD predictions have often been tested over short time periods and small spatial scales, they have still been poorly tested over coarser scales [12–14].

In previous studies on the distribution of a molluscivorous shorebird, the red knot Calidris canutus [15], it was established that during their daily routines across tens of square kilometres of intertidal flats in the Dutch Wadden Sea they were behaving as ideal, but not as free, foragers. Here we aim to upscale the comparison from daily home ranges to the entire wintering area, across western Europe, of the islandica subspecies. This comparison is built on variously validated functional response equations for digestively constrained red knots foraging on hard-shelled mollusc prey [16,17], as well as estimates of the costs of activity [18] and outdoor living [19]. In order to predict IFDs, we included interference into these functional response models, expressed as the time lost to interactions with congeners during foraging. Although red knots are highly gregarious foragers, taking account of interference when modelling their intake rate is required because aggressive interactions have been observed in the field (P. van den Hout 2010,
how to explain numbers of red knot overwintering in seven western European intertidal areas?
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Figure 1. Basic overview of the three approaches used for explaining the distribution of knots overwintering in seven study sites across western Europe. (1) A null model, the 'surface model', which assumes a constant density across the total intertidal surface; (2) a suitable habitat model that assumes a constant density across the suitable surface; (3) an IFD model that assumes a constant density-dependent intake rate throughout suitable habitats. In all three models, the grey shading indicates the relative density of foragers (the highest densities at the darkest stations) across different sites that vary in food abundance.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

(a) Study sites

The UK estuaries, the Dutch Wadden Sea and the French coastline harbour 64, 20 and 6 per cent, respectively, of the wintering *Calidris tenuirostris* population [24]. Study sites were chosen to cover much of this winter range (electronic supplementary material, figure S1): the Wash (UK) and the western half of the Dutch Wadden Sea (The Netherlands). Five sites in France were also included: three northern sites along the English Channel coast (Bay des Veys, Mont Saint-Michel Bay and Saint-Brieuc Bay) and two more southern sites along the Atlantic coast (Aiguillon Bay and Marennes-Oléron Bay, both forming the southern limit of *islandica*'s main wintering distribution). Across these seven intertidal sites, red knots encountered different food stocks [25] and weather conditions [19], thus yielding serious heterogeneity in habitat suitability.

(b) Sampling and treatment

At each intertidal study site, sampling grids (stations at 250 m intervals; see [26]) were used to map the abundance of the potential macrozoobenthic prey. (1) In the Wash, two sandflats were entirely sampled during mid-January 2004: Breast Sand in the south and Stubborn Sand in the east, which together cover 9 per cent of the entire intertidal surface area of the bay. (2) In the western Dutch Wadden Sea, 67 per cent of intertidal flats were sampled from late July to late October 2003. (3) In Normandy, we sampled the central part of the Bay des Veys (97% of the entire intertidal surface) in January 2006. In Brittany, we sampled (4) the Mont-Saint-Michel Bay (14% of the entire intertidal surface) in January 2004 and (5) Saint-Brieuc Bay (88%) in January 2006. The two sites in the south of France, (6) Aiguillon Bay (100%) and (7) Marennes-Oléron Bay (68%), were sampled between mid-February and mid-March 2004.

On each grid station, a sediment core of 0.0179 m$^2$ was taken down to a depth of 20 cm. Cores were sieved on a 1 mm mesh. Because red knots cannot access benthic prey that are buried deeper than the 3.5 cm length of their bill [27], we separately sieved the upper, accessible 4 cm of the sample from the bottom, inaccessible part of the sample (4–20 cm). An additional core of 0.0037 m$^2$ down to a depth of 3 cm was sieved over a 0.5 mm mesh in order to sample the abundant mudsnail, *Hydrobia ulvae*. Samples were frozen at −20°C until they were processed. In the laboratory, each potential macrozoobenthic prey item was counted (to estimate density) and its length was determined to the nearest millimetre (in order to determine ingestibility; see below). For each bivalve item, the flesh was separated from the shell, then both components were dried during three days at 55–60°C such that dry mass of the flesh and dry flesh of the indigestible ballast material (DM$_{shell}$) could be determined. Finally, dried flesh was burned for 5 h at 550°C to determine ash-free dry mass (AFDM$_{flesh}$). Shell and flesh parts of *Hydrobia* could not be measured separately and hence we determined AFDM$_{total}$ for this species. Under a microscope, however, we were able to separate flesh from shell (average ± s.e. length = 3.9 ± 0.7 mm; n = 40), which revealed that 40 per cent (s.e. = 2%) of AFDM$_{total}$ constitutes AFDM$_{shell}$.

Diet reconstructions were made on the basis of the analysis of knot droppings collected at each site [28]. Six prey species made up only 98 per cent of the red knot’s diet: five bivalves (the Baltic tellin *Macoma balthica*, the thin tellin *Tellina tenuis*, the edible cockle *Cerastoderma edule* and two Scrobicularia: *Scrobicularia plana* and *Abra tenuis*) and one gastropod (the mudsnail *Hydrobia ulvae* [17]). G. Quaintenne & P. Bocher 2010, unpublished data).

We restricted our analyses in this paper to these six prey species. Prey too large to be ingested were excluded, applying
the upper length classes defined by Zwarts & Blomert [27]: 18 mm for Maomma, 16 mm for Cerastoderma and 15 mm for Scrobicularia (the latter according to droppings mainly collected in Pertuis Charantais). All size classes of Abra, Tellina and Hydrobia are considered ingestible.

(c) Modelling gross intake rate
Gross energy intake rate (mg AFDMflesh s⁻¹) was predicted for each sampling station within each site using the so-called ‘digestive rate model’ (DRM) [16,29,30]. This model accurately predicted the diet of red knots, under both experimental and field conditions [16,17,31]. For mathematical details, we refer to Hirakawa [30] or van Gils et al. [16], but we will briefly review the basics here.

When multiple prey types are available, the DRM predicts the optimal diet composition that maximizes long-term average energy intake rate (Y in electronic supplementary material, table S1) under the constraints of finding, handling and digesting prey. Digestion is considered not to be mutually exclusive with searching and handling, but there is a certain ballast mass processing rate that cannot be exceeded in the long run (the digestive constraint, c in electronic supplementary material, table S1). For red knots that swallow hard-shelled prey whole, this rate is the maximum at which the digestive system is able to crush the shell and process the shell material, which in turn is determined by the size of the knot’s gizzard [32,33]. When knots face this digestive constraint, they should be selective towards prey types that have a high flesh-to-shell-mass ratio [16,17,31]. The preference for a given prey type pₙ is thus optimal based on energy intake maximization. We refer to the graphical procedure of Hirakawa [30] and van Gils et al. [16] for the calculation of pₙ, where each prey is plotted according to its energy intake while handling this type (its profitability) against its ballast intake while handling this type.

In the DRM model, prey types were represented by 1 mm size classes of each of the six selected prey species (see electronic supplementary material, table S2 for parameter details). For each prey type, we used sampling-station-specific values for available density, energy content (AFDMflesh), and ballast mass (DMshell). Estimates for searching efficiency (m² s⁻¹) and handling time (s) were taken from van Gils et al. [16]. Digestive capacity was defined for a gizzard mass of 9 g having a shell mass processing capacity of 4.1 mg DMshell s⁻¹ [33], a mass that is in accordance with gizzard measurements during this time of year [32] and with diet compositions across all of our study sites that best fitted with optimal diet predictions that were based on this mass [17].

(d) Energy requirements and habitat suitability
Daily energy requirements were approximated (electronic supplementary material, tables S1 and S2) under the assumption that red knots devote 10 hours a day to active foraging and the rest of their daily time to resting and flying back and forth to the roost [32,34,35]. At each site, for each sampling station, we calculated the distance to the nearest roost. Locations of roosts were identified in the Wash according to Rehfisch et al. [36], in the Wadden Sea according to Spaans et al. [37], in Bay des Veys according to E. Caillot (2006, personal communication), in Mont-Saint-Michel Bay according to Le Dréan-Quénéc’hdu et al. [38], in Saint-Brieuc Bay according to Annezo & Hamon [39], and in Aiguillon Bay and Marennes-Oléron Bay according to P. Bocher (2010, personal observation).

Using these station-specific flight distances, daily energy requirements were calculated as the sum of maintenance metabolism and activity costs. Maintenance metabolism, which is defined as the sum of basal metabolic rate and the cost of thermoregulation [19], can be predicted on the basis of knowledge on three standard climatic variables (air temperature, wind speed and global solar radiation), while taking account of the birds’ microhabitat use (described in [19]). Hourly weather data, averaged on a monthly basis (December, January and February) over at least a period of 20 years, were used to define maintenance metabolism specific to each area: the Wash (British Atmospheric Data Centre and Met Office; from 1980 to 2000), Wadden Sea (KNMI; from 1981 to 2006), the English Channel coast and the two most southern sites (Meteo France; from 1980 to 2006).

Activity costs, which are defined as the sum of flight costs and foraging costs, were calculated assuming direct flights at a speed of 54 km h⁻¹ between roost and feeding stations [40]. Foraging costs are defined as the sum of the cost of walking, the cost of probing prey and the cost of digestive processing (i.e. the so-called ‘heat increment of feeding’) [18,32,41]. Thermoregulatory costs during foraging can be drastically reduced because of heat generated by walking and by heat increment of feeding. We assumed that all heat increment of feeding and 30 per cent of the heat generated by walking substitutes for thermoregulatory cost during foraging [32,41].

Sampling stations were assumed suitable for red knots when gross energy intake rate allows them to cover their daily energy requirements (we know that in winter, knots behave as satisfiers, implying that they aim to balance energy expenditure and income [32]). From this, we calculated a site’s suitable foraging area by multiplying its percentage of suitable stations by the total surface of intertidal flats.

(e) Distribution and red knot density
Numbers of red knot counted at high tide in the various areas were averaged from 2001/2002 to 2005/2006 using data from annual mid-winter counts of the Wetlands International midwinter counting programme that are performed in November in the Wash [42], and in January in both the Dutch Wadden Sea [26] and the French sites [43]. These numbers were then expressed in densities per overall surface unit of intertidal flat.

(f) Modelling interference
Because we do not know the precise mechanism of the interference process in red knots, we used different models of interference and selected the one that best predicted the distribution of knots across the seven estuaries. A total of seven models were tested, of which three can be considered ‘mechanistic’ (the Ruxton model [44], the Beddington model [45] and the Crowley–Martin model [46]), whereas the other four are more phenomenological (the Hassell–Varley model [47], the double-log model [48], the semi-log model [49] and the untransformed model [50]).

The models differ mainly in the way searching and handling foragers interfere with each other. The Crowley–Martin model considers that both handling and searching predators can interact with both searching and handling predators. For the Beddington model, only searching predators can interact with both searching and handling individuals. In the Ruxton model, searching predators interact only with searching predators. In a phenomenological way, the model
of Hassell–Varley considers that interference affects only searching rates, whereas the double-log, semi-log, and untransformed models are based on empirical relationships between intake rate and predator density. Some models also differ because they consider the existence of threshold prey densities below which predators are absent (Ruxton, Beddington, Crowley–Martin and untransformed models), or because they assume some maximum predator density (double-log, semi-log and untransformed models).

For red knots, with their relatively short handling times [51], most interference would concern birds in searching states. Differences between functional response models regarding how handling predators are involved in interference interaction are minor for red knot when compared with birds with longer handling times, like oystercatchers Haematopus ostralegus [50]. Note, however, that small differences between functional response models can lead to major differences between predicted aggregative responses [22]. For example, the Ruxton model predicts that at low densities of prey (where predators are mostly in a searching state), birds are sensitive to interference while at high densities (where predators are mostly in a handling state), birds are insensitive to interference.

Interference-reduced intake rates were predicted by first modelling diet selection at each sampling station using the DRM procedure, then using the selected prey types as input for the different interference models. We refer to the electronic supplementary material, table S3, where we spell out the formulation of interference-depressed (gross) intake rates (mg AFDM flesh s\(^{-1}\)) in the seven interference models under digestive constraint (as an example, the formulation of the Ruxton model is given in the legend of figure 3). In an IFD, it is assumed that foragers distribute in such a way that their interference-reduced intake rates are equalized across all sites. Given the fact that wintering knots are satisfiers, we assumed the equalized net intake rate to be 0 mg AFDM flesh s\(^{-1}\) (i.e. taking daily energy requirements over a 24 h period into account). Inteference parameters were estimated by fitting each of the seven models to the data. We did so by calculating the slope of least-squares regression between observed and predicted knot densities in which the best fit was represented by a slope not significantly different from one.

3. RESULTS

(a) Surface areas, red knot densities and interference-free net intake rates

Study sites differed in terms of knot numbers, surface areas (both total and suitable) and maintenance costs (table 1). Numbers of overwintering red knots strongly correlated with the site’s total surface area (figure 2a; \(r^2 = 0.52, p = 0.012\)), but after taking account of the variable maintenance and activity costs, they correlated even more strongly with the surface area of the sites’ suitable habitat (figure 2b; \(r^2 = 0.90, p < 0.001\)). Across the total surface area of all sites, red knot density was 1.7 (± s.e. 0.5) individuals per hectare (slope in figure 2a), while across the suitable habitat only red knot density equalled 8.9 (± s.e. 1.0) birds per hectare (slope in figure 2b). As expected by the IFD model, observed red knot density across the sites’ total surface areas correlated with the sites’ mean net intake rates (calculated across each site’s total surface, which explains the negative values; figure 2c; \(r^2 = 0.65, p = 0.028\)).

(b) Predicted knot densities and comparison with observations

Based on the red knot density across the total surface area of all sites (slope in figure 2a), the surface model assumes a density of 1.7 knots ha\(^{-1}\). Observed red knot densities across any site’s total surface area did not live up to that expectation and were ranging from 3.1 to 0.1 bird per hectare (figure 3a; \(r^2 = 0, p = 0.017\)). By multiplying the predicted density with a site’s total surface area, we predicted a site’s total number of red knots. Those predictions did not match with the observation either (figure 3b; \(G = 29.91, 6\) d.f., \(p < 0.001\)). The fit between observed and predicted red knot densities strongly improved when considering the suitable habitat only (figure 3c; \(r^2 = 0.65, p = 0.001\), slope \(b = 0.65 ± 0.10\) s.e.). This was also the case when comparing knot numbers (figure 3d; \(G = 9.32, p = 0.15\)).

The best fit with the observed densities, however, was found for the IFD models (figure 3e, representing the Ruxton model; \(r^2 = 0.83, p < 0.001\), slope \(b = 0.99 ± 0.11\) s.e.). The IFD predictions were also nearest to the observations for sites’ total numbers of red knots (figure 3f, again reflecting the Ruxton model; \(G = 3.03, p = 0.80\)). We refer to electronic supplementary material, figure S2, where we exemplify the station-specific red knot densities predicted by the Ruxton IFD model. Among the seven interference models, the one by Ruxton et al. [44] performed best (based on \(r^2\) ranking), yielding an estimate for parameter \(q\) (interference area) of 1350 m\(^2\) (figure 4), which corresponds to an interference radius of 21 m. Among the six remaining interference models (figure 3g), most perform rather
less well than the suitable habitat model, whereas only the Beddington model provides a better fit ($r^2 = 0.69$). Goodness-of-fit for a range of parameter estimates for each of the seven models are given in table 1.

4. DISCUSSION

In this study, we applied three basic distribution models to explain numbers of red knots overwintering in seven western European estuaries. The two models that performed best included the knots’ energetic requirements and interference-free functional response parameters, which enabled us to define the critical threshold of food densities for red knots to cover their daily energetic requirements. Among these two models, the best model additionally took account of interference between individual birds, suggesting that red knots distribute themselves ideally and freely across western Europe. The three mechanistic models were among the four best-fitting IFD models, with Ruxton et al.’s [44] model yielding the best fit (figure 3). Some realistic mechanisms involved in the Ruxton model fit well with the observed behaviour of red knots: (i) red knots have relatively short handling times [16,52] and interference seems to occur only between searching birds [21]; (ii) red knots often strongly aggregate in the best food patches, in which they can gain in the course of winter, but also by population dynamic processes, if birds in different areas are totally site-faithful [15]. Furthermore, knots wintering in the Dutch Wadden Sea can easily fly to the Wash once or twice in a single winter, and thereby track the continuously changing quality of an estuary, as evidenced by the sightings of colour-ringed individuals [37].

With respect to the ‘free’ assumption, it suggests that the cost of travelling between the northwestern European estuaries would be negligible. Perhaps this is not so surprising given the timescale of a full winter that we considered here. Even if red knots were to switch from one estuary to another each month, their travel costs would still make up only 1 per cent of the total monthly energy expenditure. This conclusion contrasts with an earlier study on red knots in which, on a much finer temporal and spatial scale, knots did pay a significant travel cost and were therefore not distributed ‘freely’ [15]. This is because on the smaller temporal scale of a single day, travelling to the roost (which occurs four times a day) does significantly affect the energy expenditure.

IFD may not only be driven by birds moving between alternative estuaries that differ in short-term energetic gains in the course of winter, but also by population dynamic processes, if birds in different areas are totally site-faithful but show different birth and death rates [55–57]. However, red knots are a migratory species that typically show rather large dispersal tendencies during the non-breeding season and little site-faithfulness [37,58]. For this reason, we argue that dispersal would be the predominant mechanism underlying the establishment of the IFD in red knots.

Red knots being a social species, it is actually quite remarkable that the interference-based IFD model fits best. Outside the breeding season, red knots typically their resource landscape, red knots have plenty of access to public information as they live in large groups at their wintering sites. For example, red knots may exchange information about the quality of feeding sites when at their roost during high tide [54]; also, knots can use the location of conspecifics on intertidal flats as an indicator of patch quality [15]. Furthermore, knots wintering in the Dutch Wadden Sea can easily fly to the Wash once or twice in a single winter, and thereby track the continuously changing quality of an estuary, as evidenced by the sightings of colour-ringed individuals [37].

With respect to the ‘free’ assumption, it suggests that the cost of travelling between the northwestern European estuaries would be negligible. Perhaps this is not so surprising given the timescale of a full winter that we considered here. Even if red knots were to switch from one estuary to another each month, their travel costs would still make up only 1 per cent of the total monthly energy expenditure. This conclusion contrasts with an earlier study on red knots in which, on a much finer temporal and spatial scale, knots did pay a significant travel cost and were therefore not distributed ‘freely’ [15]. This is because on the smaller temporal scale of a single day, travelling to the roost (which occurs four times a day) does significantly affect the energy expenditure.

IFD may not only be driven by birds moving between alternative estuaries that differ in short-term energetic gains in the course of winter, but also by population dynamic processes, if birds in different areas are totally site-faithful but show different birth and death rates [55–57]. However, red knots are a migratory species that typically show rather large dispersal tendencies during the non-breeding season and little site-faithfulness [37,58]. For this reason, we argue that dispersal would be the predominant mechanism underlying the establishment of the IFD in red knots.

Red knots being a social species, it is actually quite remarkable that the interference-based IFD model fits best. Outside the breeding season, red knots typical
forage and roost together in large and dense flocks [59]. Indeed, in another study on red knots, it was revealed that not so much the food, but conspecific attraction to other knots, explained their distribution best [60]. This is an idea that has also been proposed recently for other bird species [61,62]. However, the study by Folmer et al. [60] was performed at the fine temporal scale of single tides. In our study, we analysed knot numbers
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Figure 3. Opposite. Comparison of mean (± s.e.) observed densities of red knots against predicted densities (± s.e.) of (a) surface model, (c) suitable habitat model and (e) the best-fitting IFD model: the Ruxton model for which \( q = 1350 \text{ m}^2 \). The Ruxton model predicts forager density \( p (\text{m}^{-2}) \) assuming equalized net intake rates of 0 mg AFDM\(_{\text{flesh}}\) s\(^{-1}\), where interference-reduced (gross) intake rate equals \( Y = \sum \lambda_i p_i h_i / (1 + \sum \lambda_i p_i h_i + (q/ (1 + \lambda_i p_i h_i))) \), with \( q \) being the interference area (\( \text{m}^2 \)), \( p_i \) the probability that prey type \( i \) is accepted (following the DRM procedure), \( \lambda_i \) the encounter rate (s\(^{-1}\)) with prey type \( i \), \( h_i (s) \) the handling time of prey type \( i \) and \( e_i \), the energetic contents of prey type \( i \) (mg AFDM\(_{\text{flesh}}\)). (c,e) Linear least-squares regression lines are given (solid lines, with slope \( b \) given in the upper left) with the 95% prediction intervals (dotted lines) and the 95% confidence intervals (dashed lines). The resulting site’s total numbers of red knots predicted by each of the three models are given in the bottom histograms (b), (d) and (f). Predicted, grey bars; observed, black bars. (g) Results of the six other IFD models are given for their respective best-fitted values of interference parameters (figure 4).

Figure 4. Sensitivity analysis of two interference parameters with respect to the goodness-of-fit of the different interference models. In (a), we vary interference parameter \( m \) (included in the Hassel–Varley, double-log and semi-log models); in (b), we vary interference area \( q (\text{m}^2) \) (included in the Ruxton, Beddington, Crowley–Martin and untransformed models). Goodness-of-fit of models are assessed from the slope \( b ± \text{s.e.} \) of the linear regression between the observed and predicted knot densities (with closed dots representing slopes not significantly different from one and open dots slopes significantly different from one).

that were averaged across five full winters at the scale of a continental coastline. At any moment, red knots may prefer the presence of conspecifics, even if these conspecifics do not occupy the best patch. As previously documented [52,59,63], in the course of time, the accumulated distribution of red knot flocks will eventually make a good match with the distribution of their food (as documented early on in [59]).

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time the IFD predictions have been tested and verified at this geographical scale. Our approach of predicting animal numbers on the basis of food distributions, known metabolic cost functions and interference-based functional responses should be applicable to other systems. For example, an understanding of the ecological underpinning of the distribution of large herbivores in, for example, the Serengeti or Kruger National Park [64,65] is based on correlative exercises (plotting presence on indirect measures of habitat suitability) rather than the kind of thoroughly understood mechanistic reasoning presented here. There is also a substantial body of work using large-scale surveys of marine mammals to model their habitat selection. Most of these models are based on point occurrence data related to the geographical information of biotic and abiotic variables without really being given insight into the mechanistic processes determining cetacean distributions (see review of Redfern et al. [66] on cetacean habitat models). The mechanistic approach developed for red knots, with obvious worldwide relevance for this particular species [67], would enable rather precise estimation of expected distributions in our changing world. Such insights can have huge dividends when developing whole-landscape, or even continental, perspectives on nature conservation.
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